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Transistors 
A transistor is a semiconductor device used to amplify or switch electronic signals and electrical 
power. It is composed of semiconductor material usually with at least three terminals for connection 
to an external circuit. A voltage or current applied to one pair of the transistor's terminals controls 
the current through another pair of terminals. Because the controlled (output) power can be higher 
than the controlling (input) power, a transistor can amplify a signal. Today, some transistors are 
packaged individually, but many more are found embedded in integrated circuits. 
The transistor is the fundamental building block of modern electronic devices, and is ubiquitous in 
modern electronic systems. Julius Edgar Lilienfeld patented a field-effect transistor in 1926 but it 
was not possible to actually construct a working device at that time. The first practically 
implemented device was a point-contact transistor invented in 1947 by American physicists John 
Bardeen, Walter Brattain, and William Shockley. The transistor revolutionized the field of 
electronics, and paved the way for smaller and cheaper radios, calculators, and computers, among 
other things. The transistor is on the list of IEEE milestones in electronics, and Bardeen, Brattain, and 
Shockley shared the 1956 Nobel Prize in Physics for their achievement. 
Most transistors are made from very pure silicon or germanium, but certain other semiconductor 
materials can also be used. A transistor may have only one kind of charge carrier, in a field effect 
transistor, or may have two kinds of charge carriers in bipolar junction transistor devices. 
Compared with the vacuum tube, transistors are generally smaller, and require less power to 
operate. Certain vacuum tubes have advantages over transistors at very high operating frequencies 
or high operating voltages. Many types of transistors are made to standardized specifications by 
multiple manufacturers. 

Transistor types 

Transistors are categorized by 

• semiconductor material: the metalloids germanium (first used in 1947) and silicon (first used 
in 1954)—in amorphous, polycrystalline and monocrystalline form—, the compounds 
gallium arsenide (1966) and silicon carbide (1997), the alloy silicon-germanium (1989), the 
allotrope of carbon graphene (research ongoing since 2004), etc. (see Semiconductor 
material); 

• structure: BJT, JFET, IGFET (MOSFET), insulated-gate bipolar transistor(IGBT), etc; 

• electrical polarity (positive and negative): n–p–n, p–n–p (BJTs), n-channel, p-channel (FETs); 

• maximum power rating: low, medium, high; 

• maximum operating frequency: low, medium, high, radio (RF), microwave frequency (the 
maximum effective frequency of a transistor in a common-emitter or common-source circuit 
is denoted by the term fT, an abbreviation for transition frequency—the frequency of 
transition is the frequency at which the transistor yields unity voltage gain) 

• application: switch, general purpose, audio, high voltage, super-beta, matched pair; 

• physical packaging: through-hole metal, through-hole plastic, surface mount, ball grid array, 
power modules; 

• amplification factor hFE, βF or gm (transconductance). 
Hence, a particular transistor may be described as silicon, surface-mount, BJT, n–p–n, low-power, 
high-frequency switch. 
A popular way to remember which symbol represents which type of transistor is to look at the arrow 
and how it is arranged. Within an NPN transistor symbol, the arrow will Not Point iN. Conversely, 
within the PNP symbol you see that the arrow Points iN Proudly. 
Figure 1 on the next page shows the symbols for different types of transistors: BJT, JFET and 
MOSFET. Note that MOSFET can be of two types enhancement type MOSFET and Depletion type 
MOSFET (MOSFET will be studied further later). 
Figure 2 on the next page shows some of the common case styles of commercially found transistors. 
This will be helpful in the lab. 
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Figure 2 Some common transistor case styles [For LAB] 
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Figure 1 Symbols for different transistors 
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Bipolar Junction Transistor (BJT) 
Bipolar transistors generally comprise n-p-n or p-n-p junctions of either silicon (Si) or germanium 
(Ge) material. The junctions are, in fact, produced in a single slice of silicon by diffusing impurities 
through a photographically reduced mask. Silicon transistors are superior when compared with 
germanium transistors in the vast majority of applications (particularly at high temperatures) and 
thus germanium devices are very rarely encountered in modern electronic equipment. 
The construction of typical n-p-n and p-n-p transistors is shown in Figs. 3a and 3b. In order to 
conduct the heat away from the junction (important in medium- and high-power applications) the 
collector is connected to the metal case of the transistor. 

            
(a)                                                                                                                   (b) 

Figure 3 Physical construction of  

The symbols and simplified junction models for n-p-n and p-n-p transistors are shown in Fig. 4. It is 
important to note that the base region (p-type material in the case of an n-p-n transistor or n-type 
material in the case of a p-n-p transistor) is extremely narrow. Typically, the base is 1/150th of the 
total size. 

      
Figure 4 

Figure 5 shows both npn and pnp transistor with proper biasing. DC biasing is necessary to establish 
the proper region of operation for ac amplification. The emitter layer is heavily doped, with the base 
and collector only lightly doped. 

         
(a)                                                    (b)  

Figure 5 Properly biased (a) pnp (b) npn transistors 

The outer layers have widths much greater than the sandwiched p- or n-type material. The doping of 
the sandwiched layer is also considerably less than that of the outer layers (typically, 1:10 or less). 
This lower doping level decreases the conductivity (increases the resistance) of this material by 
limiting the number of “free” carriers. 
For the biasing shown in Fig. 5 the terminals have been indicated by the capital letters E for emitter, 
C for collector, and B for base. An appreciation for this choice of notation will develop when we 
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discuss the basic operation of the transistor. The abbreviation BJT, from bipolar junction transistor, is 
often applied to this three-terminal device. The term bipolar reflects the fact that holes and 
electrons participate in the injection process into the oppositely polarized material. If only one 
carrier is employed (electron or hole), it is considered a unipolar device.  
In most transistors, emitter is heavily doped. Its job is to emit or inject electrons into the base. 
These bases are lightly doped and very thin, it passes most of the emitter-injected electrons on to 
the collector. The doping level of collector is intermediate between the heavy doping of emitter 
and the light doping of the base. 
The collector is so named because it collects electrons from base. The collector is the largest of the 
three regions; it must dissipate more heat than the emitter or base. The transistor has two 
junctions. One between emitter and the base and other between the base and the collector. 
Because of this the transistor is similar to two diodes, one emitter diode and other collector base 
diode. 

Transistor Action 
In the p-n-p transistor, connected as shown in Fig. 5a, transistor action is accounted for as follows: 

1. the majority carriers in the emitter p-type material are holes 
2. the base-emitter junction is forward biased to the majority carriers and the holes cross the 

junction and appear in the base region 
3. the base region is very thin and is only lightly doped with electrons so although some 

electron hole pairs are formed, many holes are left in the base region 
4. the base-collector junction is reverse biased to electrons in the base region and holes in the 

collector region, but forward biased to holes in the base region; these holes are attracted by 
the negative potential at the collector terminal 

5. a large proportion of the holes in the base region cross the base-collector junction into the 
collector region, creating a collector current; conventional current flow is in the direction of 
hole movement 

The transistor action for a p-n-p device is shown diagrammatically in Fig. 6a. Around 99.5% of the 
holes leaving the emitter will cross the base-collector junction and only 0.5% of the holes will 
recombine with electrons in the narrow base region. 

     
(a)                                                                           (b) 

Figure 6 (a) p-n-p bipolar junction transistor (b) n-p-n bipolar junction transistor 

In the n-p-n transistor, connected as shown in Fig. 5b, transistor action is accounted for as follows: 
1. the majority carriers in the n-type emitter material are electrons 
2. the base-emitter junction is forward biased to these majority carriers and electrons cross the 

junction and appear in the base region 
3. the base region is very thin and only lightly doped with holes, so some recombination with 

holes occurs but many electrons are left in the base region 
4. the base-collector junction is reverse biased to holes in the base region and electrons in the 

collector region, but is forward biased to electrons in the base region; these electrons are 
attracted by the positive potential at the collector terminal 

5. a large proportion of the electrons in the base region cross the base collector junction into 
the collector region, creating a collector current 

The transistor action for an n-p-n device is shown diagrammatically in Fig. 6b. Conventional current 
flow is taken to be in the direction of the motion of holes, that is, in the opposite direction to 
electron flow. Around 99.5% of the electrons leaving the emitter will cross the base-collector 
junction and only 0.5% of the electrons will recombine with holes in the narrow base region. 
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Transistor action explanation for PNP BJT 

In Fig. 7a the pnp transistor has been redrawn without the base-to-collector bias. The depletion 
region has been reduced in width due to the applied bias, resulting in a heavy flow of majority 
carriers from the p- to the n-type material. Let us now remove the base-to-emitter bias of the pnp 
transistor of Fig. 5a as shown in Fig. 7b. Consider the similarities between this situation and that of 
the reverse-biased diode. Recall that the flow of majority carriers is zero, resulting in only a minority-
carrier flow, as indicated in Fig. 7b. In summary, therefore:  
One p–n junction of a transistor is reverse-biased, whereas the other is forward-biased. 

 
Figure 7 Biasing a transistor: (a) forward-bias; (b) reverse-bias. 

In Fig. 8 both biasing potentials have been applied to a pnp transistor, with the resulting majority- 
and minority-carrier flows indicated. Note in Fig. 8 the widths of the depletion regions, indicating 
clearly which junction is forward-biased and which is reverse-biased. As indicated in Fig. 8, a large 
number of majority carriers will diffuse across the forward-biased p–n junction into the n-type 
material. The question then is whether these carriers will contribute directly to the base current IB 
or pass directly into the p-type material. Since the sandwiched n-type material is very thin and has a 
low conductivity, a very small number of these carriers will take this path of high resistance to the 
base terminal. The magnitude of the base current is typically on the order of microamperes, as 
compared to milliamperes for the emitter and collector currents. The larger number of these 
majority carriers will diffuse across the reverse-biased junction into the p-type material connected to 
the collector terminal as indicated in Fig. 8. The reason for the relative ease with which the majority 
carriers can cross the reverse-biased junction is easily understood if we consider that for the 
reverse-biased diode the injected majority carriers will appear as minority carriers in the n-type 
material. In other words, there has been an injection of minority carriers into the n-type base region 
material. Combining this with the fact that all the minority carriers in the depletion region will cross 
the reverse-biased junction of a diode accounts for the flow indicated in Fig. 8. 
Applying Kirchhoff’s current law to the transistor of Fig. 8 as if it were a single node, we obtain 

𝐼𝐸 = 𝐼𝐶 + 𝐼𝐵                   (5.1) 
and find that the emitter current is the sum of the collector and base currents. The collector current, 
however, comprises two components—the majority and the minority carriers as indicated in Fig. 8. 
The minority-current component is called the leakage current and is given the symbol ICO (IC current 
with emitter terminal Open). The collector current, therefore, is determined in total by 

𝐼𝐶 = 𝐼𝐶𝑚𝑎𝑗𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦
+ 𝐼𝐶𝑂𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦

                                 (5.2) 

 
 
For general-purpose transistors, IC is measured in 
mA and ICO is measured in μA or nA. ICO, like Is for a 
reverse-biased diode, is temperature sensitive and 
must be examined carefully when applications of 
wide temperature ranges are considered. It can 
severely affect the stability of a system at high 
temperature if not considered properly.  
 
 

Figure 8 Majority and minority carrier flow of a pnp transistor. 
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BJT Configurations 
Three basic circuit configurations are used for transistor amplifiers. These three circuit 
configurations depend upon which one of the three transistor connections is made common to both 
the input and the output. In the case of bipolar junction transistors, the configurations are known as 
common-emitter, common-collector (or emitter-follower), and common-base, as shown in figure 9 
For the graphic symbol: 
The arrow in the graphic symbol defines the direction of emitter current (conventional flow) 
through the device. 

  
Figure 9 Basic BJT configurations 

Common Base Configuration 
Figure 10 shows the common base configuration for pnp and npn transistor. All the current 
directions appearing in Fig. 10 are the actual directions as defined by the choice of conventional 
flow. Note in each case that IE = IC + IB. Note also that the applied biasing (voltage sources) are such 
as to establish current in the direction indicated for each branch. That is, compare the direction of IE 
to the polarity of VEE for each configuration and the direction of IC to the polarity of VCC. 

               
(a)                                                                                                          (b) 

Figure 10 Notation and symbols used with the common-base configuration: (a) pnp transistor; (b) npn transistor. 

To fully describe the behavior of a three-terminal device such as the common-base amplifiers of Fig. 
10 requires two sets of characteristics—one for the driving point or input parameters and the other 
for the output side. The input set for the common-base amplifier as shown in Fig. 11 relates an input 
current (IE) to an input voltage (VBE) for various levels of output voltage (VCB). 

 
Figure 11 Input or driving point characteristics for a common-base silicon transistor amplifier. 
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The output set relates an output current (IC) to an output voltage (VCB) for various levels of input 

current (IE) as shown in Fig. 12. The output or collector set of characteristics has three basic regions 

of interest, as indicated in Fig. 12: the active, cutoff, and saturation regions.  

 
Figure 12 Output or collector characteristics for a common-base transistor amplifier. 

The active region is the region normally employed for linear (undistorted) amplifiers. In particular: 

In the active region the base–emitter junction is forward-biased, whereas the collector–base 

junction is reverse-biased. 

The active region is defined by the biasing arrangements of Fig. 10. At the lower end of the active 
region the emitter current (IE) is zero, and the collector current is simply that due to the reverse 
saturation current ICO, as indicated in Fig. 13. The current ICO is so small (microamperes) in magnitude 
compared to the vertical scale of IC (milliamperes) that it appears on virtually the same horizontal 
line as IC=0. The circuit conditions that exist when IE=0 for the common-base configuration are 
shown in Fig. 13. The notation most frequently used for ICO on data and specification sheets is, as 
indicated in Fig. 13, ICBO (the collector-to-base current with the emitter leg open). Because of 
improved construction techniques, the level of ICBO for general-purpose transistors in the low- and 
mid-power ranges is usually so low that its effect can be ignored. However, for higher power units 
ICBO will still appear in the microampere range. In addition, keep in mind that ICBO, like Is, for the diode 
(both reverse leakage currents) is temperature sensitive. At higher temperatures the effect of ICBO 

may become an important factor since it increases so rapidly with temperature. 
Note in Fig. 12 that as the emitter current increases above zero, the collector current increases to a 
magnitude essentially equal to that of the emitter current as determined by the basic transistor-
current relations. Note also the almost negligible effect of VCB on the collector current for the active 
region. The curves clearly indicate that a first approximation to the relationship between IE and IC in 
the active region is given by 

𝐼𝐶 ≅ 𝐼𝐸                                  (5.3) 

 
Figure 13 Reverse Saturation current 
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As inferred by its name, the cutoff region is defined as that region where the collector current is 0 A, 

as revealed on Fig. 12. In addition: 

In the cutoff region the base–emitter and collector–base junctions of a transistor are both reverse-

biased. 

The saturation region is defined as that region of the characteristics to the left of VCB=0 V. The 
horizontal scale in this region was expanded to clearly show the dramatic change in characteristics in 
this region. Note the exponential increase in collector current as the voltage VCB increases toward 
0V. 
In the saturation region the base–emitter and collector–base junctions are forward-biased. 

The table below shows the summary of the different region of operation and their corresponding 

bias of the two junctions. 

 
• Active – Operating range of the amplifier. 

• Cutoff – The amplifier is basically off. There is voltage, but little current. 

• Saturation – The amplifier is full on. There is current, but little voltage. 
Some of the approximation for common base configuration are 

Emitter and collector currents: 

𝐼𝐶 ≅ 𝐼𝐸 

Base-emitter voltage: 

𝑉𝐵𝐸 ≅ 0.7 𝑉 (𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑠𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑜𝑛)       (5.4) 

 
Figure 14 Developing the equivalent model to be employed for the base-to-emitter region of an amplifier in the dc 

mode. 

Alpha (α ) 

In dc mode alpha (α) is the ration of 𝐼𝐶  to 𝐼𝐸: 

𝛼𝑑𝑐 =
𝐼𝐶

𝐼𝐸
            (5.5) 

Ideally 𝛼 = 1 
In reality α is between 0.9 and 0.998. 
Since alpha is defined solely for the majority carriers, Eq. (5.2) becomes 

𝐼𝐶 = 𝛼𝐼𝐸 + 𝐼𝐶𝐵𝑂              (5.6) 
In AC mode alpha can be defined as 

𝛼𝑎𝑐 =  
Δ𝐼𝐶

Δ𝐼𝐸
|

𝑉𝐶𝐵=𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡

      (3.7) 
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Biasing of Common Base BJT 
The proper biasing of the common-base configuration in the active region can be determined quickly 
using the approximation IC ≅ IE and assuming for the moment that IB ≅0 mA. The result is the 
configuration of Fig. 15 for the pnp transistor. The arrow of the symbol defines the direction of 
conventional flow for IE ≅ IC. The dc supplies are then inserted with a polarity that will support the 
resulting current direction. For the npn transistor the polarities will be reversed. 

 
Figure 15 Establishing the proper biasing management for a common-base pnp transistor in the active region. 

Some students feel that they can remember whether the arrow of the device symbol is pointing in or 
out by matching the letters of the transistor type with the appropriate letters of the phrases 
“pointing in” or “not pointing in.” For instance, there is a match between the letters npn and the 
italic letters of not pointing in and the letters pnp with pointing in. 

Breakdown Region 
As the applied voltage VCB increases there is a point where the curves take a dramatic upswing in 
Fig. 12. This is due primarily to an avalanche effect similar to that described for the diode in Chapter 
1 when the reverse-bias voltage reached the breakdown region. As stated earlier the base-to-
collector junction is reversed biased in the active region, but there is a point where too large a 
reverse-bias voltage will lead to the avalanche effect. The result is a large increase in current for 
small increases in the base-to-collector voltage. The largest permissible base-to-collector voltage is 
labeled BVCBO as shown in Fig. 12.  
Example (From figure 12)  
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Common Emitter Configuration  

Common-Emitter configuration is the most common configuration of BJT. The configuration for both 
npn and pnp transistor is  shown in the figure below. It is called the common-emitter configuration 
because the emitter is common to both the input and output terminals. Two sets of characteristics 
are again necessary to describe fully the behavior of the common-emitter configuration: one for the 
input or base–emitter circuit and one for the output or collector–emitter circuit. Both are shown in 
Fig. 17. 

     
(a)                                                                                    (b) 

Figure 16 Notation and symbols used with the common-emitter configuration: (a) npn transistor; (b) pnp transistor. 

 
                                            (a)                                                                                                                  (b) 

Figure 17 Characteristics of a silicon transistor in the common-emitter configuration: (a) collector characteristics; (b) 
base characteristics. 

For the common-emitter configuration the output characteristics are a plot of the output current (IC) 
versus output voltage (VCE) for a range of values of input current (IB). The input characteristics are a 
plot of the input current (IB) versus the input voltage (VBE) for a range of values of output voltage 
(VCE). 
Although the configuration has changed the current characteristics is same. Ideally 

𝐼𝐸 = 𝐼𝐶 + 𝐼𝐵    and     𝐼𝐶 = 𝛼𝐼𝐸 
But in actuality 

𝐼𝐶 = 𝛼𝐼𝐸 + 𝐼𝐶𝐵𝑂 
𝐼𝐶 = 𝛼(𝐼𝐶 + 𝐼𝐵) + 𝐼𝐶𝐵𝑂 

𝑜𝑟,   𝐼𝐶 =
𝛼𝐼𝐵

1 − 𝛼
+

𝐼𝐶𝐵𝑂

1 − 𝛼
                              (5.8) 

Where: 𝐼𝐶𝐵𝑂 = 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡. 
 ICBO is usually so small that it can be ignored, except in high power transistors and in high 
temperature environments. 

When IB = 0 µA the transistor is in cutoff, but there is some minority current flowing called ICEO. 

𝐼𝐶𝐸𝑂 =
𝐼𝐶𝐵𝑂

1 − 𝛼
|

𝐼𝐵=0𝜇𝐴
           (5.9) 
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For linear (least distortion) amplification purposes, cutoff for the common-emitter configuration 
will be defined by IC = ICEO. 
In other words, the region below IB=0 mA is to be avoided if an undistorted output signal is required. 
When employed as a switch in the logic circuitry of a computer, a transistor will have two points of 
operation of interest: one in the cutoff and one in the saturation region. The cutoff condition should 
ideally be IC=0 mA for the chosen VCE voltage. Since ICEO is typically low in magnitude for silicon 
materials, cutoff will exist for switching purposes when IB=0 μA or IC=ICEO for silicon transistors only. 
For germanium transistors, however, cutoff for switching purposes will be defined as those 
conditions that exist when IC=ICBO. This condition can normally be obtained for germanium transistors 
by reverse-biasing the base-to-emitter junction a few tenths of a volt. 
Recall for the common-base configuration that the input set of characteristics was approximated by 
a straight-line equivalent that resulted in VBE=0.7 V for any level of IE greater than 0 mA. For the 
common-emitter configuration the same approach can be taken, resulting in the approximate 
equivalent of Fig. 3.15 . The result supports our earlier conclusion that for a transistor in the “on” or 
active region the base-to-emitter voltage is 0.7 V. In this case the voltage is fixed for any level of 
base current 

 
Figure 18  Piecewise-linear equivalent for the diode characteristics of Fig. 17b . 

Beta (β) 
β represents the amplification factor of a transistor. (β is sometimes referred to as hfe, a term used in 
transistor modeling calculations). 
In DC mode: 

𝛽𝑑𝑐 =
𝐼𝐶

𝐼𝐵
              (5.10) 

For practical devices the level of β typically ranges from about 50 to over 400, with most in the 
midrange. As for a, the parameter b reveals the relative magnitude of one current with respect to 
the other. For a device with a b of 200, the collector current is 200 times the magnitude of the base 
current. 
In AC mode: 

𝛽𝑎𝑐 =
Δ𝐼𝐶

Δ𝐼𝐵
|

𝑉𝐶𝐸=𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡 

       (5.11) 

The formal name for bac is common-emitter, forward-current, amplification factor. Since the 
collector current is usually the output current for a common-emitter configuration and the base 
current is the input current, the term amplification is included in the nomenclature above. 
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Both β values are usually reasonably close and are often used interchangeably 
 

Relationship between amplification factors β and α 

𝛼 =
𝛽

𝛽 + 1
                    (5.12)  

   𝛽 =
𝛼

𝛼 − 1
              (5.13) 

Also 
𝐼𝐶𝐸𝑂 ≅ 𝛽𝐼𝐶𝐵𝑂            (5.14) 

Relationship Between Currents 
𝐼𝐶 = 𝛽𝐼𝐵              (5.15) 

𝐼𝐸 = (𝛽 + 1)𝐼𝐵               (5.16) 
Biasing 
The proper biasing of a common-emitter amplifier can be determined in a manner similar to that 
introduced for the common-base configuration. Let us assume that we are presented with an npn 
transistor such as shown in Fig. 19 and asked to apply the proper biasing to place the device in the 
active region. 

 
Figure 19 Determining the proper biasing arrangement for a common-emitter npn transistor configuration. 

The first step is to indicate the direction of IE as established by the arrow in the transistor symbol as 
shown in Fig. 19b. Next, the other currents are introduced as shown, keeping in mind Kirchhoff’s 
current law relationship: IC+IB=IE. That is, IE is the sum of IC and IB and both IC and IB must enter the 
transistor structure. Finally, the supplies are introduced with polarities that will support the resulting 
directions of IB and IC as shown in Fig. 19c to complete the picture. The same approach can be 
applied to pnp transistors. If the transistor of Fig. 19 was a pnp transistor, all the currents and 
polarities of Fig.19c would be reversed. 
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Common Collector Configuration 
The third and final transistor configuration is the common-collector configuration, shown in Fig. 20 
with the proper current directions and voltage notation. The common-collector configuration is used 
primarily for impedance-matching purposes since it has a high input impedance and low output 
impedance, opposite to that of the common-base and common-emitter configurations. 

          
(a)                                                                                (b) 

Figure 20 Notation and symbols used with the common-collector configuration: (a) pnp transistor; (b) npn transistor. 

The characteristics of common-collector configuration are similar to those of the common-emitter 
configuration, except the vertical axis is IE. 

Operating Limits for Each Configuration 
• VCE is at maximum and IC is at minimum (ICmax= ICEO) in the cutoff region.  

• IC is at maximum and VCE is at minimum (VCE max = VCEsat = VCEO) in the saturation region. 

• The transistor operates in the active region between saturation and cutoff. 

 
Figure 21  Defining the linear (undistorted) region of operation for a transistor. 

Power Dissipation 
Common-Base: 

𝑃𝐶𝑚𝑎𝑥
= 𝑉𝐶𝐵𝐼𝐶 

Common-emitter: 
𝑃𝐶𝑚𝑎𝑥

= 𝑉𝐶𝐸𝐼𝐶 

Common-collector: 
𝑃𝐶𝑚𝑎𝑥

= 𝑉𝐶𝐸𝐼𝐸 
 

For the device of Fig. 21, the collector power dissipation was specified as 300 mW. The question 
then arises of how to plot the collector power dissipation curve specified by the fact that 
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Transistor Testing  
Three methods can be employed for transistor testing 

1. Ohmmeter Testing 
2. Transistor tester 
3. Curve tracer 

Ohmmeter Testing 
An ohmmeter or the resistance scales of a digital multimeter (DMM) can be used to check the state 
of a transistor. Recall that for a transistor in the active region the base-to-emitter junction is 
forward-biased and the base-to-collector junction is reverse-biased. Essentially, therefore, the 
forward-biased junction should register a relatively low resistance, whereas the reverse-biased 
junction shows a much higher resistance. For an npn transistor, the forward-biased junction (biased 
by the internal supply in the resistance mode) from base to emitter should be checked as shown in 
Fig. 3.27 and result in a reading that will typically fall in the range of 100 Ω to a few kilohms. The 
reverse-biased base-to-collector junction (again reverse-biased by the internal supply) should be 
checked as shown in Fig. 3.28 with a reading typically exceeding 100 kΩ. For a pnp transistor the 
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leads are reversed for each junction. Obviously, a large or small resistance in both directions 
(reversing the leads) for either junction of an npn or pnp transistor indicates a faulty device. 

       
Figure 22 Testing an npn transistor using Ohmmeter 

Transistor Tester 

There are commercially available transistor tester that can show find the type of transistor and 

check if the transistor is ok or not by showing the β value of the transistor. 

Curve Tracer 

A curve tracer can easily find the characteristics curve of the transistor and show them on the 

display to identify the type of diode and their gain values. 

 

Details about curve tracer and transistor tester are not necessary for this course. But if you are 

interested details are available at section 3.9 of Boylestad’s book. 

Section 3.8: Transistor Specification sheet is self-study for lab. 

 

Equations 

 
 

 

 

 

 

1. Boylestad Example 3.2 

2. Boylestad Chapter 3 problems 1,2,3,5,6,7,10,11,14,15,17,18,25,26,28,29 

 

 

 

Reference books 
1. Electronic Devices and Circuit, 11th edition, Robert L. Boylestad. 

2. Electrical and Electronic Principles and Technology, 3rd edition, John Bird. 


